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ISA


Programmer visible part of a processor




ISA Design Choice
◦
◦
◦
◦



Registers, Instruction format, Instruction set, Addressing modes

Types of operations
Types of operands supported
Types of operand storage allowed
Implicit v/s explicit operands in instruction and
number of each

Classification of ISA
◦ Stack
◦ Accumulator
◦ Set of registers

Zero Address Instruction
One address Instruction
Two address Instruction
Three address Instruction

Instruction Sets
Characteristics and Functions


The collection of different instructions that the processor can execute is
referred to as processor’s instruction set



Instruction set explains the computer’s Processor



Instruction Set is the boundary where computer programmer and
computer designer view the same machine



From designer’s point of view, instruction set provides the function
requirement for the processor. Implementing the processor is the task
that in large involves implementing the machine instruction set.



Programmer becomes aware of the register and memory structure , the
types of data supported by the machine and the functioning of ALU
through Instruction Set

Elements of machine instruction
Opcode (Operation code): specifies the operation to be
performed (e.g., ADD)
 Addressing Mode Field:
 Source operand Reference
 Result operand reference


◦ Source and Result operands can be in one of four areas







Main or virtual memory
Processor register
Immidiate
I/O device: The instruction must specify the I/O module
and device for operation. If memory mapped I/O is used, this is just
another main or virtual memory address

Next instruction reference:
 Tells the procesor where to fetch the next instruction after the execution of
this instruction is complete.
 If the next instruction to be fetched immediately follows the current
instruction, no explicit reference to the next instruction is needed
 PC register can also be used to hold the address of next instruction... No
next address reference field in instruction itself is needed.

Instruction Representation


Instruction represented as sequence of bits is
divided into fields, corresponding to the
constituent elements of the instruction.
Mode

Opcode

Operand reference

Operand reference

Example of an Instruction
 With most instruction sets, more than one format is used. During instruction
execution, an instruction is read in to an Instruction register (IR) in the
processor. The processor must be able to extract the data from various
instruction fields to perform the required operation



Types of Instructions:
 Data Processing:
 Data Storage:
 Data Movement
 Control

Number of Addresses




•

In most architectures, most instructions have one, two or three operand addresses, with the
address of next instruction being implicit (obtained from PC). There are also few special
purpose instructions with more operands
Comparison of one, two and three address instructions that could be used to compute X = (A
+ B) * (C + D)

Three-Address Instructions
ADD
ADD
MUL

•

R1, A, B
/* R1  M[A] + M[B]
R2, C, D
/* R2  M[C] + M[D]
X, R1, R2
/* M[X]  R1 * R2
- Results in short programs
- Instruction becomes long (many bits)

Two-Address Instructions
Program to evaluate X = (A + B) * (C + D) :
MOV
ADD
MOV
ADD
MUL
MOV

R1, A
R1, B
R2, C
R2, D
R1, R2
X, R1

/* R1  M[A]
*/
/* R1  R1 + M[A] */
/* R2  M[C]
*/
/* R2  R2 + M[D] */
/* R1  R1 * R2
*/
/* M[X]  R1
*/

Instruction Format

• One-Address Instructions
- Use an implied AC register for all data manipulation
- Program to evaluate X = (A + B) * (C + D) :
LOAD
A
/* AC  M[A]
*/
ADD
B
/* AC  AC + M[B] */
STORE
T
/* M[T]  AC
*/
LOAD
C
/* AC  M[C]
*/
ADD
D
/* AC  AC + M[D] */
MUL
T
/* AC  AC * M[T] */
STORE
X
/* M[X]  AC
*/

• Zero-Address Instructions

- Can be found in a stack-organized computer
- Program to evaluate X = (A + B) * (C + D) :
PUSH
PUSH
ADD
PUSH
PUSH
ADD
MUL
POP

A
B
C
D
X

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

TOS  A
TOS  B
TOS  (A + B)
TOS  C
TOS  D
TOS  (C + D)
TOS  (C + D) * (A + B)
M[X]  TOS

The number of addresses per instruction is a basic design
decision. Fewer addresses per instruction result in
instructions that are more primitive, requiring a less complex
processor. It also results in instructions of shorter length.
 On the other hand, programs contain more total
instructions, which in general results in longer execution
times and longer more complex programs


Instruction Set Design
The instruction set defines many of the functions
performed by the processor and thus has a significant
effect on the implementation of processor.
 Most fundamental design issues related to the design
of instruction set are:


◦ Operation repertoire: How many and which operations
to provide and how complex operations should be.
◦ Data types: various types of data upon which operations
are performed
◦ Instruction format: Instruction length (in bits), number
of addresses, size of various fields
◦ Addressing: The mode or modes by which the address of
an operand is specified

Types of Operations




The number of different opcodes varies widely from machine to
machine. However, the same general types of operations are found on
all machines. (Data Transfer, Arithmetic, Logical, I/O, Control,
conversion)
Data transfer
◦ Location of source and destination operands are required
◦ Each location could be memory, a register, top of stack
◦ Mode of addressing for each operand must be specified
◦ If both source and destination are registers, then the processor simply
causes data to be transferred from one register to another, this operation is
internal to processor
◦ If one or both of the operands are in memory, the processor must perform
some or all of the following :





1. Calculate the effective address based on the address mode
2. if address refers to virtual memory, translate to real address
3. Determine whether the item is in cache
4. if no, issue a command to memory module.

Arithmetic
Basic arithmetic operations like add, subtract,
Multiply, divide forms the part of almost all
instruction sets.
 These operations are provided for single integer
(fixed point) and floating point numbers.
 Other possible operations include
 Negate
 Increment
 Decrement
 Absolute
 ... etc


Logical
Provided for manipulating individual bits of a word or other addressable units
 Based on boolean operations .
 Basic logic operations


◦ NOT, AND, OR, XOR

In addition to bitwise logical operations most machines provide a variety of
shifting and rotating functions
 Logical Shift:
 In a logical shift the serial input to the shift is a 0.
 A right logical shift operation:


0

A left logical shift operation:
0

Arithmetic Shift





An arithmetic shift operation treats the data as signed integer and does
not shift sign bit
An arithmetic left shift multiplies a signed number by two
An arithmetic right shift divides a signed number by two
The main distinction of an arithmetic shift is that it must keep the sign
of the number the same as it performs the multiplication or division



A right arithmetic shift operation:



A left arithmetic shift operation:
0

Have to check overflow

Circular shift


In a circular shift the serial input is the bit
that is shifted out of the other end of the
register.



A right circular shift operation:



A left circular shift operation:

Transfer of Control



Significant fraction of the instructions of any program have as their function changing the
sequence of instruction execution.
For such instructions, the operations performed by the processor is to update the program
counter to contain the address of some instruction in memory.



Loops: sequence of instructions is executed repeatedly



Branch Instruction: Also called jump, has one of its oprands the address of the next
instruction to be executed
◦
◦
◦
◦

Conditional: updates PC to an address specified in the operand of the instruction, only if certain
condition is met
Unconditional: branch is always taken
Branch can be forward or backward
E.g.,
BRP X
// Branch to x if the result of previous instruction was positive
BRN X
BRZ X
BRE R1, R2, X // Branch to X if R1=R2

Skip instruction: includes implied address
e.g., ISZ R1 // increment and skip if R1 is zero
used to create loops.
 Procedure call and return


Procedure Call and Return


Involves two basic instructions:
◦ A call instruction that branches from present
location to the procedure
◦ A return instruction that returns the control from
procedure to the place from which it was called.



Need to save the return address
◦ Register
◦ Start of called procedure
◦ Top of the stack



Cannot support
recursive calls

Stack is the preferred way for storing return
address and for parameter passing to the
procedure

Program Interrupt
Refers to the transfer of program control from currently
running program to another service program as a result of
external or internal generated request.
 Control returns to the original program after the service
program is executed.
 Interrupt procedure is similar to procedure all except for
following variations:


◦ Interrupt is initiated by an internal or external signal rather than
from execution of an instruction (except for software intrrupt)
◦ The address of interrupt service program is determined by
hardware rather than from address field of the instruction
◦ Interrupt procedure usually stores all the information necessary to
define the state of CPU rather than storing only PC
Contents of PC,
other processor registers,
PSW....

Processing an interrupt
While executing a certain program, before
going to next fetch phase, control checks for
any interrupt signals. If interrupt is pending,
control goes to interrupt cycle.
 The status of the CPU is pushed in the
memory stack and the beginning of service
routine is transferred to the PC.
 The beginning address of the service routine
is determined by the hardware rather than
by the address field of the instruction
 The last instruction in the service program
is return from interrupt instruction. When
this instruction is executed, stack is popped
to retrieve old PSW and return address.
Thus the CPU state is restored and original
program continues execution.


Vectored
Non vectored

Types of interrupt


External Interrupt
◦ Come from I/O devices, from timing devices, from circuit monitoring
power supply
◦ I/o devices requesting transfer of data or finishing transfer of data
◦ Power failure



Internal Interrupt
◦ Arise from illegal or erroneous use of an instruction or data
◦ Also called traps
◦ E.g., register overflow, attempt to divide by zero, invalid opcode, stack
overflow, protection violation
◦ The service routine that processes the internal interrupt determines
the correct measure to be taken



Software Interrupt
◦ External and Internal Interrupts are initiated from signals that occur in
hardware f the CPU. A software interrupt is special call instruction that
behaves like interrupt rather the subroutine call. It is used by
programmer consciously

Status Bit Conditions




Status register holds program status
word (PSW)
Status bits are also called condition
code bits or flag bits
Common flags in PSW are
◦ C (Carry): Set to 1 if the carry out of the ALU is 1
◦ S (Sign):The MSB bit of the ALU’s output
◦ Z (Zero): Set to 1 if the ALU’s output is all 0’s
◦ V (Overflow): Set to 1 if there is an overflow

For example, for 8 bit ALU, V=1 if
The output is greater than 127 or less
Than -128

A
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c8

V Z S C

B

8

8-bit ALU
F7 - F0

F7
Check for
zero output

8

F

8

Addressing Modes


Most common addressing modes:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Immediate
Direct
Indirect
Register
Register Indirect
Displacement
 Relative Addressing
 Base-Register Addressing
 Indexing
 Auto indexing
 Post indexing
 Preindexing

◦ Stack

Immediate Addressing







Operand is part of instruction
Operand = address field
Can be used to set initial values of
variables
e.g. ADD AX, 5h
LDA #5
◦ Add 5 to contents of accumulator
◦ 5 is operand

No memory reference other than
instruction fetch is required to
obtain the operand, thus saving
one memory cycle in the
instruction cycle.
 Fast
 Size of number is limited to the size
of address field.


Direct Addressing
Address field contains address of
operand
 Effective address EA = address field (A)
ADD AX, value
Value DB 05h


◦ Add contents of cell value to accumulator
AX
◦ Look in memory at address value for
operand

Single memory reference to access
data
 No additional calculations to work out
effective address
 Limited address space


Indirect Addressing (1/2)




Memory cell pointed to
by address field
contains the address of
(pointer to) the operand
EA =(A)
◦ Look in A, find address (A)
and look there for
operand



e.g. ADD AX, (A)

◦ Add contents of cell
pointed to by contents of
A to accumulator

Indirect Addressing (2/2)


Large address space
◦ For a word length of n, an address
space of 2n is now available



May be nested, multilevel,
cascaded
◦ e.g. EA = (((A)))
 Draw the diagram yourself

Multiple memory accesses to find
operand
 Hence slower


Register Addressing
Operand is held in register named
in address filed
 EA = R
 Limited number of registers
 Very small address field needed


◦
◦
◦
◦

Shorter instructions
Faster instruction fetch
MOV AX, BX
ADD AX, BX

No memory access
 Very fast execution
 Very limited address space
 Multiple registers helps performance


◦ Requires good assembly programming or compiler
writing

Register Indirect Addressing
C.f. indirect addressing
 EA = (R)
 Operand is in memory
cell pointed to by
contents of register R
 Large address space (2n)
 One fewer memory
access than indirect
addressing


Displacement Addressing


EA = A + (R)



Effective address=start address +
displacement
Effective address=Offset + (Segment
Register)



Use direct and register
indirect
 Address field hold two values


◦ A = base value
◦ R = register that holds
displacement
◦ or vice versa

Relative Addressing (PCRelative)
A version of displacement
addressing
 R = Program counter, PC
 EA = A + (PC)
 i.e. get operand from A cells from
current location pointed to by PC
 c.f locality of reference & cache
usage


Base-Register Addressing


A holds displacement
◦ EA = (CS) + A

R holds pointer to base address
 R may be explicit or implicit
 e.g. segment registers in 80x86


Indexed Addressing



A = base
R = displacement
◦ EA = A + (R)



Good for accessing arrays
◦ EA = A + (R)
◦ R++



Postindex
◦ EA = (A) + (R)



Preindex
◦ EA = (A+(R))

Combinations

Stack Addressing
Operand is (implicitly) on top of stack
 e.g.


◦ ADD

Pop top two items from stack
and add and push

Basic Addressing Modes

Exercise 1


The memory unit of a computer has 256K
words of 32 bits each. The computer has an
instruction format wit four fields: an
operation code field, a mode field to specify
one of seven addressing modes, a register
field to specify one of 60 processor registers
and a memory address. Specify the
instruction format and the number of bits in
each field, if the instruction is in one
memory word.

Exercise 2


An instruction is stored at location 300
with its address field at location 301. The
address field has the value 400. A
processor register R1 contains the
number 200. Evaluate the effective
address if the addressing mode of the
instruction is: a) direct b) immediate c)
relative d) register indirect e) index wit
R1 as the index register

Exercise 3
The content on top of memory stack is
5320. The content of the stack pointer SP
is 3560. A two word call subroutine
instruction is located in memory at
address 1120 followed by the address
field of 6720 at location 1121. what are
the contents of PC, SP, TOS
 A) before call instruction is fetched
 B) after call instruction is executed
 C) after the return from subroutine


Exercise 4
A computer uses a memory unit with
256K words of 32 bit each. A binary
instruction code is stored in one word of
memory. The instruction has four parts:
mode field(0/1), operation code , register
code part to specify one of 64 registers
and an address part.
 A) draw the instruction format
 B) how many bits are there in the data
and address inputs of the memory?


Thank You

